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CRITERION 400 SURVEY LASER FOR SURVEYING 
FORESTRY ROADS 

CRITERION 400 SURVEY LASER 

Surveying forest roads using a cloth tape, The Criterion laser contains a laser range 
clinometer and compass, and manually sensor, an electronic compass, and a fluid 
recording data can be costly and time tilt sensor. Sensors and components are 
consuming. Hand-held survey laser devices integrated by menu driven programmes, 
may provide a cost-effective alternative, by accessed and controlled through the key- 
simplifying field measurement and data pad and display. These programmes 
transferral. Moll (1993) highlighted the provide rapid and accurate in-field 
potential time savings (20 % saving in field solutions for a wide variety of applications. 
survey and 81% in data inputting times) 
when surveying and designing forest roads. There are programmes for tree measuring, 

area calculations, basic survey 
One such survey laser is the Criterion 400 measurements, coordinate locating, 
Survey Laser developed by the San Dimas positioning, and storing survey 
Technology and Development Centre measurements. The Criterion can be used 
(SDTDC) and Laser Technology as a effective offsetting tool for mapping 
Incorporated. This device makes areas when linked to a GPS receiver. In 
measurements of bearing, distance and addition, WalkaboutTM software on an 
slope simultaneously at the pull of a trigger external data recorder provides rapid 
(Figure 1). Survey measurements are acquisition of feature locations for 
electronically stored for subsequent transferral into Geographic Information 
downloading to appropriate road design Systems (GIs). 
software. 

Survey information can be stored internally 
by the Criterion, or transferred to an 
external DOS based data recorder. The 
criterion can be interfaced with several 
DOS-based data recorders, including the 
SDR33. 

Recording data in the Criterion is very 
quick. Also, the device is easily portable as 
an additional data recorder is not required. 
Software is provided for downloading data 
from the Criterion for conversion into road 
design software, such as RoadengTM. 

Figure 1 - Criterion 400 Survey Laser with However, recording data internally does 
a data recorder not allow notes to be assigned to individual 




